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Meta is Wikimedia’s heart
…but what happened to the identity?



Why Meta?

Meta’s MediaWiki is 
maintained and up-to-date

● Templates
● Extensions
● Visual editor

All Wikimedia content is at 
your fingertips in Meta

● Home of affiliates and 
projects

● Showcase content from 
across projects and 
contribute to them.

Meta can bring together different 
projects and stakeholders

● Create community between 
WMF, project communities, 
affiliates, partners and 
audiences across projects.

● Learning center
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What a beautiful 

logo! Facebook?

70’s travel agency?
Center the 

movement instead



Stretching Meta
in Wiki Loves Living Heritage

Why Meta? All-in-one website Design Listeria lists

Content templates Uploading images Multilingual content Data input forms

Creating pages Living Heritage pages Make Meta great again



All-in-one website

Wiki Loves Living Heritage pages in 
Meta are an all-in-one website

with a campaign, blog, event calendar and showcase, 
content lists, wikiproject, material collection, learning 
materials, tasks, teams, content creation, contacts, 
documentation, design templates, metrics and maybe 
more.

It displays content from and encourages 
contributions to other projects: Wikidata, Wikipedia, 
Wikimedia Commons.

The visually engaging design wishes to attract 
visitors and helps navigate complex content.

Wiki Loves Living Heritage
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navigate to Meta for 

fun – yet.
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Design

WLLH uses TemplateStyles to 
create custom CSS styles.

TemplateStyles is enabled on MediaWiki. It 
allows using a CSS stylesheet linked from the 
page.

<templatestyles 
src="Wiki_Loves_Living
_Heritage/style.css" />

TemplateStyles help

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Help:TemplateStyles
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Help:TemplateStyles
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Outdated CSS 

allowlists

Custom CSS may be 

overridden by  mobile 

styles
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The project highlights outstanding images.

Styles can be added to images with TemplateStyles. Every page features 
one image from Wikimedia Commons, created in various projects.

The header part includes the main image and navigation.



Graphic overlays can be used to create page banners.

A banner with text overlays is usually displayed on the main page. The Latest 
banner automatically creates a banner for the next upcoming event.

The header can be edited using form input with Visual Editor. A template inside 
the header template cannot be edited visually, unless edited directly.
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Translation subpages 

are making 

managing difficult

Menus, submenus and pagination

The pages contain a lot of material, and arranging them in a meaningful way is 
important to make the pages navigable. The menus and submenus are 
created using templates that take the page name and data in the header 
template as input.



Listeria lists

The pages use Listeria lists to 
create lists of events, blog posts, learning 
materials, inventories, countries/topics, 
heritage elements and metrics.

By using row templates, it is possible to 
use templates instead of table rows to 
create nice layouts.

{{Wikidata list
|sparql = SELECT ?item ?qid (GROUP_CONCAT (DISTINCT 
?ich; separator= ",") AS ?ichid) (GROUP_CONCAT 
(DISTINCT ?inventory; separator= ",") AS ?inventories) 
(GROUP_CONCAT (DISTINCT ?type; separator= ",") AS 
?types) (GROUP_CONCAT(DISTINCT ?region; 
SEPARATOR = ",") AS ?regions) (SAMPLE(?image) AS 
?image)  WHERE {
  {
    { ?item wdt:P6104 wd:Q112898263. }
  UNION
    { ?item wdt:P3259 ?ichstatus. }
  }
 }
…
GROUP BY ?item ?qid
ORDER BY DESC(?ichid) DESC(?inventories) 
DESC(?image)
LIMIT 120
|columns=item,?image,?qid,?ichid,?types,?inventories,?
regions
|row_template=Wiki Loves Living Heritage/Smallbox
|header_template=Wiki Loves Living 
Heritage/Smallboxheader
|skip_table=true
|short=true
|autolist=fallback
|thumb=250
|links=text
}}

Wikidata list on Wikidata

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Template:Wikidata_list
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Template:Wikidata_list




Long pages take a lot of 

time to load. Paginated 

lists are nearly impossible 

to keep updated.

Dynamic site content 

is impossible to 

search.

The pages are 

hard-coded and 

cannot be sorted.

The information is 

automatically added 

from Wikidata and 

may lead to disputes.



Other kind of Listeria lists



Content templates

All content boxes make use of the same template, 
Template:Wiki Loves Living Heritage/Box, with variations.

Text boxes



Activities
Blog posts and 

articles
Inventories



Lua has been used to format 
some of the information

Country list

Inventory list

Heritage 
elements

Lua on English Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Lua
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Lua


Uploading images

The Wikidata ID can be sent with 
the image upload to Wikimedia 
Commons.

Campaigns documentation

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:UploadWizard/Campaigns
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:UploadWizard/Campaigns






Adding SDC statements 

requires using a bot 

after upload.

Some of the proposals 

are unorthodox and 

likely to be questioned. 

They need more work.



Multilingual content

All content is translatable.

The project uses Wikidata’s multilingual content 
through templates as well as page translation.

Labels and descriptions of items come from 
Wikidata, whereas interface texts and other 
page content are translated on Meta.

Babylon
Meta translations portal and noticeboard 

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Meta:Babylon
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Meta:Babylon


Translate page content

Every page and template can be translated. 
Entering translations for nested templates is not 
practical, and therefore all the project’s translations 
are collected into a single aggregate group.

Aggregate groups for translations

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:AggregateGroups
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:AggregateGroups


Translate page content

Every page and template can be translated. 
Entering translations for nested templates is not 
practical, and therefore all the project’s translations 
are collected into a single aggregate group.

Aggregate groups for translations

Translations are 

switched off with every 

Listeria update and 

require admin to restart.

Language subpage must 

be in use to display 

translated texts in 

templates.

Language subpage is 

required even if there is 

no page content to 

translate.
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Translate Wikidata 
items

Data from Wikidata can be edited in 
Wikidata or with TABernacle lists.

Wikidata items can be entered from 
every heritage element block.

In addition, all list pages have 
footers with tasks that the visitor 
can do. Translating is especially 
suited for novice contributors. 
Experienced editors may use an 
extended list to edit more properties.

TABernacle main page

https://tabernacle.toolforge.org/#/
https://tabernacle.toolforge.org/#/


First time users need 

more assistance 

especially to log in.



Data input forms

Forms are used to make 
consistent data 
contributions.

● Inventories
● Heritage elements
● Activities
● Articles

Cradle forms

https://cradle.toolforge.org/#/
https://cradle.toolforge.org/#/


First time users will be 

confused by the bugs 

and need more 

assistance to log in.



Creating pages

Wiki pages can be created and 
linked automatically to the data 
entries by using preload 
templates. 

● Inventory pages
● Country pages
● Articles
● Event pages
● Living Heritage pages

Manual: Creating pages with preloaded text

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Manual:Creating_pages_with_preloaded_text
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Manual:Creating_pages_with_preloaded_text


Data exists, page has 
already been created. Not enough data yet.

Data exists, ready to 
create a page.

On the inventories page



Preload



Edit the header template if needed



Add missing image



(First time) 

users will be 

confused by all 

this. 

Listeria update

When a new page for a 

Wikidata item is created, the 

page could be linked from 

Wikidata. This requires a bot.



Living Heritage pages

Living Heritage page is a concept 
that is being developed. It can 
also be more widely adopted for 
wikiprojects.

● Pages are created automatically with preload 
templates.

● They gather and display information from 
across the projects to be refined and 
exchanged between projects.





Facts from Wikidata

The factbox can be a place to highlight missing basic information.



Introductory text

The introduction can be manually curated excerpts from external sources or it 
could be AI-generated from existing Wikipedia articles. Suggestions for new data 
entities as well as missing articles in the user’s language could be highlighted.



Links to all Wikipedia articles can be displayed already. If an article does not yet 
exist, a link to translation is presented instead.

Links to either articles or to translate



Translations by novices 

are not appreciated in 

Wikipedias.



Display images related to the topic, the functionality of ViewIt! Relevant images 
could be tagged with the topic’s Wikidata QID as SDC statements.

All related images



Display images related to the topic, the functionality of ViewIt! Relevant images 
could be tagged with the topic’s Wikidata QID as SDC statements.

All related images

It is not possible to access 

SDC data via Lua modules 

or parser functions from 

other wikis.

Serving images is limited



Wikisource materials

Full-text works in Wikisource could be displayed, filtered and faceted, and their 
data enriched with a reference to the topic.



Source references harvested from articles

Source references could be harvested from all Wikipedias, their links and format 
verified and data imported to Wikidata.

Imagine bibliography here



Make Meta great again

Make reporting a 

sharing process. 

Automate metrics. Invite collaborations by 

sharing and showcasing 

early. Matchmaking: WMF, 

communities, partners

Attach learning 

opportunities to all 

content. Harvest, refine and 

exchange materials 

from the projects. Incentivize updates to 

projects by showing 

gaps and errors.

Display actionable 

content, invite 

contributions. Enter discussions and 

interactions from any 

point. Take a fresh look at 

technology features 

based on challenges.



Thank you
for already adopting some of the work







Thank you
See also our project Wikidocumentaries

https://wikidocumentaries-demo.wmcloud.org/

